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Abstract

One important feature of automatic reading tutors is their abil-
ity to detect miscues in order to provide feedback to the stu-
dent and/or to automatically evaluate the student’s reading pro-
ficiency. The focus of this paper is on improving accuracy of
detecting miscues in dyslexic read speech. We present a miscue
detection method that combines a specialized language model
and the goodness of pronunciation (GOP) score. The language
model is augmented with a subset of the real word substitutions
that are observed in the training set. Experiments have been
conducted on a corpus containing adult dyslexic read speech.
At a miscue detection rate of34% the false rejection rate (FRR)
using only the specialized language model is2.6%, for the GOP
score it’s3.4%, whereas for a combination of the two miscue
detection methods the FRR is only1.8%, which is a31% rel-
ative improvement of FRR when compared to the specialized
language model method.
Index Terms: miscue detection, automatic reading tutor,
dyslexia, read speech

1. Introduction
One important feature of automatic reading tutors is their abil-
ity to detect miscues in order to provide feedback to the student
and/or to automatically evaluate the student’s reading profi-
ciency. Miscues are usually detected using an automatic speech
recognizer (ASR) using specialized language models, [1], [2],
sometimes in combination with confidence measures, [3].

In this paper we combine a specialized language model with
the goodness of pronunciation score to detect reading miscues.
We augment the language model with a subset of the real word
substitutions that are observed in the training set which comes
from a corpus of adult dyslexic read speech (see Section 4).
The hypothesis is that the optional word substitutions in the lan-
guage model will detect some of the substitution mistakes made
by the reader, and that the GOP score will detect miscues that
are phonetically different from the target words (the wordsin
the target/prompt text).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes dyslexics’ reading miscues. Section 3 presents thepro-
posed miscue detection approach. Section 4 gives an overview
of the corpus of dyslexic read speech. Section 5 describes the
evaluation setup. Section 6 presents the results and discusses.
Section 7 concludes.

2. Reading miscues
Miscues occur on either the word or sentence level. When
dyslexics read a text out loud they produce a wide variety of
miscues. Some of these miscues are listed here:

• Word level

– real word substitution

– Nonsense-word substitution

– Inflection mistake

– Omission and insertion of letters

– Substitution of letters

– Reversal of letter order

– Elongation of consonants/vowels

– Partially read words

– Mispronunciations

– Split words

– Unnatural prosody

• Sentence level

– Omission and insertion of words

– Repetition of words

– Jumping back more than one word

– Long pause between words

Modeling these miscues well is necessary in order to pro-
duce a highly accurate miscue detection system. This, however,
is a challenging task, as some of the listed miscues vary exten-
sively in realizations, e.g. mispronunciations can be virtually
any change of the target word at the phonetic level.

The work presented here is the first step in trying to im-
prove the miscue detection accuracy of the system presentedin
[4]. We focus on combining two detection methods. One is
to model real word substitutions, as [5] indicates that the mis-
cue predicting power is high when modeling these miscues for
a small closed vocabulary. The other is using the GOP score on
the word level in order to detect miscues that are not modeled
by the word substitutions.

3. Detecting miscues
To detect reading miscues is different from detecting the words
in the target text. Since the target words and their order is known
it is straight-forward to construct a language model (LM) that
models a correctly read target text. As miscues are introduced,
however, the simple LM will not suffice. There are a number
of places in an automatic reading tutor where miscue detection
can be implemented, for example in connection with the:

• language model,

• lexicon/dictionary,

• acoustic models,



Figure 1:A part of the specialized language model centered on the fourth target word, which in this case has 5 (a,b, ... , e) optional
substitutions.PT is the probability of the target word,PS is the probability of a substitution.

• tracking method.

The presented miscue detection methods are implemented in
connection with the language model (explicit modeling of sub-
stitution miscues) and the acoustic models (GOP). An example
of detecting miscues by means of the lexicon is by adding tran-
scriptions of false starts and near misses [6]. An example ofde-
tecting miscues by means of tracking is by aligning the output
of the recognizer to the target text [6]. If an aligned recognized
word and target word are not the same, a miscue is detected.

3.1. Base setup

The base of the miscue detection system consists of a speech
recognizer with a forced-alignment type language model. The
language model is constructed from the target text with op-
tional garbage modeling between words. The garbage modeling
consists of a general phone model, a model of speaker noises
(noises coming from the speaker’s mouth), a model of inter-
mittent noises (from the environment), a model of stationary
noises (continuous noise from e.g. a fan), and a silence model.
The language model cannot detect any miscues by itself as the
recognizer will be forced to align each target word to part of
the speech. One strength of this base setup is its very low false
rejection rates, although at low miscue detection rates, asall
words are being recognized by this setup. We then add miscue
detection methods to this base and start detecting miscues (at
the cost of false rejections).

3.2. Explicit substitution modeling

Miscue detection accuracy can be improved by explicitly mod-
eling expected reading miscues. One way of doing this is by
adding substitution miscues found in a training set as alternative
words in the language model as done in [7]. They select likely
substitution miscues from a large database of oral reading mis-
cues developed by Richard Olson, Helen Datta, and Jacqueline
Hulslander at the University of Colorado. [7] tried out differ-
ent selection criteria, e.g. for each target text word selecting the
topm most frequent miscues or the miscues that at leastn stu-
dents uttered. Because the text corpus we are using is small in
comparison, where most miscues occur only once or twice, we
needed a different selection criterion, and including all observed
miscues in the language model results in very high false rejec-
tion rates (see Section 6). We therefore only select substitutions
that do not look like short partial instances of the target word.

In this way we reduce the number of false rejections by e.g. rec-
ognizing the target word “icicle” as a short substitution word
like “ I ” followed by garbage models. We exclude a substitution
when the following two conditions are met:

[longest common phone sub− sequence]

[# phones in substitution]
> α (1)

[# phones in substitution]

[# phones in target word]
< β (2)

where the longest common sub-sequence (LCS) is found as the
longest sub-sequence present in both the target word and the
substitution, for example the LCS for the sequences “C A T S”
and “C A R T” is “ C A T”. A substitution is excluded when more
thanα of its phones are in the longest common sub-sequence,
as expressed in (1),andwhen the number of phones in the sub-
stitution is less thanβ of the number of phones in the target
word as in (2).

The forced-alignment type language model with optional
substitution words added can be seen in Figure 1. The relation-
ship between the transition probability of the target wordPT

and the substitution wordsPS determines the number of mis-
cues detected, the largerPS gets as compared toPT the more
miscues are detected at the cost of more rejections. We detect
a miscue when the alternative substitution word is recognized
instead of the target word.

We only add real word substitutions to the language model
since nonsense miscues have not been phonetically transcribed.

3.3. Goodness of pronunciation

The goodness of pronunciation score was presented by [8] for
use in pronunciation assessment of language learners. The score
is implemented using a forced-alignment and a free phone loop
speech recognizer and can be expressed as:

GOP (n) =
∣

∣LLF (n)− LLP (n)
∣

∣ (3)

whereLLF (n) is the acoustic log likelihood of framen from
the forced-alignment decoder, andLLP (n) is the acoustic log
likelihood of framen from the free phone loop decoder. We
then calculate the time-normalized GOP score for each forced-
aligned phone, and mark words having at least one phone with
a GOP score higher than a predefined threshold as miscues. The
value of the GOP threshold determines the number of miscues



detected, the higher the threshold, the lower the number of de-
tected miscues.

The GOP score can be used for miscue detection when it’s
combined with the forced-alignment language model and the
fact that we only mark words as miscues that have not been pro-
nounced correctly at least once (see Section 5); we actuallyuse
this setup to look for correctly read words instead of miscues.

4. Corpus of dyslexic read speech
The speech corpus used in the experiments consists of read
speech from 75 Danish adult dyslexic readers at undergradu-
ate educations. The same target text was read by all readers and
consists of 10 sentences and contains 221 words. Of the193
minutes of audio,117 minutes contain speech. Of the17665
transcribed speech events (correctly read words and miscues)
3127 are marked miscues – giving a miscue rate of18%. The
number of real word substitution miscues in the entire corpus is
378 (12%).

The speech data has been collected by academic reading
tutors who specialize in tutoring dyslexics. The recordings have
been made in quiet office environments using laptop computers
and table top microphones. The sample frequency is44.1 kHz
at a resolution of16 bits/sample. The reader was given a piece
of paper with the target text and instructed to read it out loud.
The reader then read the text without any interventions by the
reading tutor.

The recordings have been transcribed on the word level and
each incorrectly read word has been labeled with the miscue
types presented in Section 2 except for long pauses between
words. This means that some of the miscues will be very hard
to detect e.g. elongation of consonant or vowel sounds, some
mispronunciations, and unnatural prosody.

5. Evaluation
We choose to mark target text words as miscues only if they are
not read correctly at least once. This means that we ignore all
sentence level miscues except for word omissions. Word level
miscues that are corrected by the reader are also ignored.

The corpus of dyslexic read speech is split into a training
set of37 speakers, a development set of19 speakers, and a test
set of19 speakers. We extract the substitution miscues from the
training set and use the development set for tuning the automatic
speech recognizer. We use the test set for evaluating miscue
detection accuracies.

We base our miscue detection system on the Sphinx-4
speech recognizer and train the acoustic models using Sphinx-
Train – both are part of the CMU Sphinx group’s open source
speech recognition engines [9]. The hidden Markov models are
the same as used in [4]: context-dependent, tied-state, tri-state
left-to-right hidden Markov models with 16 Gaussians per mix-
ture.

6. Results and discussion
The results are presented as miscue detection rates (MDR) and
false rejection rates (FRR). Miscue detection rate is calculated
as the number of correctly rejected words divided by the number
of actual reading miscues. False rejection rate is calculated as
the number of falsely rejected words divided by the number of
correctly read words.

We have setα andβ in Equation 2 to0.5 for all experi-
ments. At this level the included substitutions cover64/122 =

53% of the substitution miscues seen in the test set. Figure 2
shows MDR vs. FRR when varying the GOP threshold for a
number of different substitution penalties. The circles indicate
infinite GOP thresholds at the substitution probabilities listed
below the circles. The curve that starts at(0, 0) shows the per-
formance of the GOP score alone, i.e. the substitution penalty
has been set infinitely high.
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Figure 2: MDR vs. FRR. The circles indicate infinite GOP
thresholds

We see that both the GOP score and the substitution ap-
proach do worse by themselves, than the combination of the
two. The effect of combining the language model with the
GOP score is weakest at miscue detection rates around45%.
However, at a miscue detection rate of57% using only the spe-
cialized language model results in a false rejection rate (FRR)
of 14%, using only the GOP score results in a FRR of13%,
whereas a combination of the two results in a FRR of9%. Sim-
ilarly at a miscue detection rate of34% (1063 miscues) the
FRR using only the specialized LM is2.6% (459 correctly read
words), for the GOP score it’s3.4% (601 correctly read words),
whereas a combination has a FRR of only1.8% (318 correctly
read words) – a relative reduction of31% when compared to
the FRR of the specialized LM approach.

One example of where the two detection methods sup-
plement each other well is for an utterance with the target
text “...eller hørespilsdramaturgerne og ... de stadig sjældnere
forskningsstipendier.”. Here the reader mispronounced and split
the word “høresplisdramaturgerne” in two and read the word
“sjældnere” as “sjældne” (inflection mistake). The first word is
marked as a miscue by the GOP score but is not caught by the
LM approach, since this non-real word is not in the LM. The
second word is marked as a miscue by the LM approach since
the inflection mistake is modeled in the LM; but is not caught
by the GOP score, since the pronunciation is very close to the
target word. In this example, each of the two detection meth-
ods only detects a single miscue but when combined they detect
both.

7. Conclusions
We have presented a miscue detection method that combines a
specialized language model, augmented with real word substi-
tutions, and the goodness of pronunciation (GOP) score. Ex-
periments show that this combination improves miscue detec-



tion performance. At a miscue detection rate of34% the false
rejection rate using only the specialized LM is2.6%, for the
GOP score it’s3.4%, whereas a combination of the two miscue
detection methods has a false rejection rate of only1.8%.

For future work we would like to exploit more of the mis-
cue statistics of the corpus of dyslexic read speech in orderto
improve detection performance at the same or lower false alarm
rates.
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